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ABSTRACT

Pacific Northwest (Oregon, Washington, and Alaska) exports of edible

fishery products in 1989 increased 28% in quantity over 1988 to just over one

billion pounds (lb) or 461,164 metric tons (t), while the value of these

fishery exports increased by only 3.6% to $1.76 billion. A substantial rise in

exports of finfish products contributed to the increase and offset the decline

in salmon exports. Pacific salmon products acccount for $877 million or just

under 50% of the total value of Pacific Northwest exports, down from $967

million or 57% in 1988. Exports of other finfish products in 1989 amounted to

$540 million, a 50% increase from 1988. The value of Pacific Northwest exports

comprised 77.1% of total U.S. edible fishery exports, down slightly from 78.6%

in 1988. In 1989, Pacific Northwest exports were shipped to 38 countries. The

top six countries accounted for over 96% of the total. Increased trade with

Japan, Canada, and the Republic of Korea accounted for most of the gain.

Exports to Japan totaled $1.43 billion or 81% of the total, slightly up in value

from $1.4 billion and down slightly from 82% in 1988. Canada was a distant

second With $127.3 million or 7.2% of the total exports, up from $90.2 million

and 5.3% in 1988. Pacific Northwest exports to the United Kingdom fell by $10

million to $56.5 million or 3.2% of the total exports, while shipments to the

Republic of Korea rose to $52.5 million or 3% from $35.9 million or 2.1% in

1988.

Over-the-side deliveries by U.S. fishingvessels to foreign processing

vessels (commonly called joint venture sales) off the Pacific Coast declined by

one-half to 1.6 billion lb or 734,800 t, with an estimated value of $111

million. These sales are not included in U.S. trade statistics: if they were

included, Pacific Northwest exports of edible fishery products would total $1.87

billion and they would comprise 78.2% of U.S. fishery exports.
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Exports of edible fishery products from the Pacific Northwest and Alaska

continue to make major contributions to both total U.S. fishery exports and

earnings of the fishing industry of the Pacific Northwest and Alaska. This

report compares exports of edible fishery products from the Pacific Northwest

and Alaska to total U.S. fishery exports, examinesmajor fishery products and

major countries purchasing fishery products, examines changes in patterns in

exports, reviews joint ventures sales, and updates Kinoshita et al. (1989).

The Pacific Northwest defined as the states of Oregon, Washington, and

Alaska. The export data used in this report are from the U.S. Department of

Commerce, Bureau of the Census, and maintained by the National Marine

Fisheries Service (NMFS), Fishery Statistics Division, Silver Spring,

Maryland. Pacific Northwest exports were extracted from the Import-Export

database located at the Alaska Fisheries Science Center, Seattle, Washington.

There are two approaches that can be taken to identify Pacific Northwest

exports of edible fishery products from total U.S. fishery exports. The first

approach would select species or products attributable to species harvested in

Oregon, Washington, and Alaska waters. Two serious problems arise when

defining regional exports on the basis of species or product. First, large

numbers of species are found in both Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, such as cod,

flatfish, herring, crabs, shrimp, and squid. Second, there are significant

exports in the various "other" categories or where products are not identified

by species.

The approach used in this report employs data on exports shipped from the

Oregon, Washington, and Alaska customs districts. This method covers the

large volume of exports of salmon, groundfish, crabs, andherring. Also
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included are the categories listed under other whole or dressed fish: other

fish fillets; fish meal for human consumption; fish balls, cakes, and

pudding; and fish sticks-a value of $245 million or nearly 14% of the value

of 1989 Pacific Northwest fishery exports. This approach is not without

problems. First, it includes shipments of products that may have been

harvested or processed in other regions and exported from one of the three

states. Conversely, fishery products from the Pacific Northwest are also

shipped to other regions of the United States, thenexported. Both of these

problems appear to be minor. There were 17 items that were likely to have

originated from other regions, but they accounted for only 0.2% of the total

value of Pacific Northwest exports. Most fishery products are shipped from

the general area where they are harvested or processed if there are carriers

servicing the destination countries on a regular basis. Much of the fish

harvested in Alaska is shipped directly to the Pacific Rim countries. Other

products may be shipped to Washington State, then exported--particularly when

these products are sold to European countries.

A major change took place in 1989 as the new Harmonized System (HS)

replaced the old Tariff Schedule of the United States (TSUSA). The new

product codes in most cases provide greater detail by species, product, and

condition. The new Harmonized System has 179 different categories compared to

62 under the old schedule. However, in several important cases for the

Pacific Northwest, products were lumped into more general categories. The new

system grouped frozen king crab, snow crab (opilio), snow crab (other), and

Dungeness crab into one category. The HS also placed Pacific halibut with

Greenland turbot, and pollock roe was grouped into an "other" fish roe

category. Another omission was a separate category for surimi. Most products
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are now separated into fresh/chilled and frozencategories. Categories were

created for whole or dressed cod and flatfish and analog products. The new

and old product categories are shown in Appendix Table A1 and A2,

respectively. Scientific names of species identified in this report are

listed in Appendix Table A3. Note that totals and percentages in the tables

may not always agree because of rounding, and that percentage changes may not

agree because they may have been calculated from unrounded data.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST EXPORTS

Pacific Northwest exports of edible fishery products in 1989 were valued

at $1.76 billion, an increase of 4%. from 1988, and contributed 77.1% of the

total U.S. exports of edible fishery products (Table 1). On the basis of

product weight, the quantity of Pacific Northwest fishery exports amounted to

1,016.7 million pounds (lb) or 461,172 metric tons (t), an increase of 28%

from 1988 (Table 2).

An upward trend in exports started in 1985, with a strong recovery of

Pacific salmon stocks in Alaska and the growth of the domestic groundfish

fishery in the North Pacific waters off Alaska (Fig. 1). Since 1984, Pacific

Northwest fishery exports have increased by 129% in quantity, 172% in nominal

value, and 132% in constant dollar value.

Sales by U.S. fishing vessels to foreign processing vessels in the U.S.

exclusive economic zone (EEZ), commonly known as jointventure sales, have not

been included in official U.S. merchandise trade statistics. If joint venture

sales of fish caught off the Pacific Coast are added to other fishery exports,

the 1989 Pacific Northwest exports would total $1.87 billion and these would

account for 78.2% of total U.S. exports of edible fishery products (Fig. 2).
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Table 1. -Pacific Northwest exports of edible fishery products (millions of
dollars) excluding and including joint venture sales and percent
of total U.S. exports of edible fishery products, 1981-89.
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Table 2. -Pacific Northwest exports of edible fishery products, 1988-89,
quantity (million lb) and value (million dollars), percent change
in quantity and value from 1988 to 1989.







Figure 2. --Pacific Northwest and total U.S. exports of edible fishery products, 1981-89.
Includes jointventure sales.
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Joint venture sales rose sharply between 1979 and 1987; however, the catch

declined slightly in 1988, then fell by about one-half in 1989 as the domestic

fishery continued to and replaced the joint venture fishery.

Major Products

The major products and product groups for 1988-89 are listed. in Table 2;

Table 3 is a summary of the Pacific Northwest exports in more general product

groups. Pacific salmon products accounted for $877 million or 49.8% of

fishery exports, followed by "other" finfish1/ ($540 million or 30.7%), crab

($241 million or 13.7%), and Pacific herring ($58 million or 3.3%). The

quantity of Pacific Northwest Pacific salmon exports in 1989 increased from

1988 by 15%, but lower prices caused the 9% decline in value. The quantity of

whole or dressed salmon in 1989 increased 14% from 1988, while the value

declined by 11% as average prices were 21% below a year earlier. In 1989,

canned salmon exports were up by 12% in quantity, but the value dropped by 9%

from 1988. Supplies of canned, and fresh and frozen Pacific salmonwere

augmented by a 35% increase in the Alaska salmon catch to 713 million lb and

by a 132% increase in the canned pack. Export data on total salmon, whole or

dressed salmon, and canned salmon by country of destination are shown in

Appendix Tables A4, A5, and A6, respectively. Pacific Northwest exports by

product groups with joint venture sales included with groundfish exports are

shown in Figure 3.

The exports of other fresh, frozen, canned, cured, and processed finfish

(other than salmon, herring, and non-groundfish species) increased from $358

million in 1988 to $540 million in 1989. This category is made up of $81.5

1/ All groundfish species and "other" categories, and all product forms
excluding herring, salmon, and non-groundfish species.



Table 3.-Pacific Northwest exports of
groups (million dollars) and

10

edible fishery products or
percent of total, 1981-89.



Figure 3. -Pacific Northwest exports of edible fishery products by major product groups,
1981-89. Includes jointventure sales.
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million in sablefish, $40.6 million in cod, $44 million in flatfish, $26

million in fillets, $73 million in fish roe, $52.6 million in fish cakes, etc.

domestic catcher/processor fleet operating in waters off Alaska and the

shoreside plants (Terry et al. 1990). Another outgrowth of the increase in

the groundfish fleet is the explosive growth of U.S. -produced surimi. There

were 14 at-sea surimi processors and 4 shoreside plants in operation in 1989,

with an estimated production of 220 million lb (100,000 t) or about double the

1988 production (Atkinson 1989). It is estimated that 154-165 million lb

(70-75,000 t) of surimi was exported in 1989 based on industry and Japanese

trade data. Only a portion of the surimi exports

listed as fish cakes, balls, and pudding, and the

five other categories. Quantities of fish cakes,

from 6.3 million lb in 1987 to 53.9 million lb in

million.

is recorded in a category

remainder may be in any of

balls, and pudding increased

1989 and are valued at $52.6

Beginning in 1989, arts of fresh and frozen, whole or crab sections

are no longer identified by species and are lumped into one category. Exports

of fresh and frozen crab and crabmeat totaled 80 million lb in 1989 and were

valued at $240.7 million, up 22% by quantity and 4% by value compared to 1988.

Reduced stocks of king crab and large snow crab (bairdi) continued to limit

the harvest and exports, although catches were up slightly in 1989. Stocks of

small snow crab (opilio) remain strong.

Major Importers

Pacific Northwest exports of edible fishery products were sold to 38

countries in 1989, with Japan dominating the export market and the top six

countries purchasing over 96% of the total (Tables 4 and 5, and Fig. 4).
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Table 4.--Quantity (million lb) and value (million dollars) of Pacific
Northwest edible fishery products exported to the top 15 countries
for 1988 and 1989, and percent change, 1988-89.



Table 5. -Value (million dollars) and percent of Pacific Northwest edible fishery
products exported to the top six countries, 1982-89.





Japan was the major buyer of fishery products, importing $1.43 billion or

81.3% of the total value. In the 1982-89 period, purchases by the Japanese

ranged from 68 to 82% of Pacific Northwest fishery exports. In 1989, the

Japanese were leading buyers of whole or dressed Pacific salmon (88%), whole

Pacific herring (95%), sablefish (99%), crab (95%), Pacific salmon roe (97%),

and Pacific herring roe (95%) (Appendix Table A7). Exports of the single most

important category sold to Japan, whole or dressed salmon, rose by nearly 10%

in quantity, but fell by 10% in value to over $621 million in 1989. Products

that contributed to the overall increase were "other" whole or dressed

finfish, other fish roe, crab, and various categories that included surimi.

The 2% increase in the value of exports to Japan compared to the 22%

increase in the quantity, resulted in part by lower prices in the United

States, by the increase in the yen value of the U.S. dollar, and also by a

weaker Japanese salmon market. The value of the U.S. dollar increased 7.6% in

1989 to 138 yen from 128 yen in 1988. The value of Pacific Northwest exports

was 197.4 billion yen in 1989, up 10% from 1988.

Canada was a distant second, with purchases of $127 million or 7.2% of

the total Pacific Northwest fishery exports. Increased purchases of whole or

dressed salmon, halibut, and canned salmon contributed to the 83% increase in

the quantity of exports and the 41% increase in their value (Appendix Table

A8).

The United Kingdom was the third largest importer at $56.5 million, a

drop of 14% from 1988, based on lower prices for their purchases of canned

Pacific salmon (Appedix Table A9). Canned salmon exports amounted to 17

million lb, up 6% from 1988, tie their value dropped by 17% to $39.6

million. The United Kingdom was the leading buyer of canned salmon, with just
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over 50% of the canned salmon exports.

Following the Unit& Kingdom, Pacific Northwest fishery exports to the

Republic of Korea were fourth--increasing 86% in quantity and 46% in value

from 1988 (Appendix Table A10). Increased shipments of whole or dress&

finfish, surimi, and fish roe contributed to the gain, while lower exports of

whole or dressed salmon and crab offset some of the increase.

Exports to France ranked fifth with exports falling 14% in quantity and

42% in value. This drop was due to the 22% decline in exports of whole or

dressed Pacific salmon, with a 51% drop in value (Appendix Table A11). Whole

or dressed salmon still comprised 74% or $13.3 million of fishery exports to

France.

The sixth ranking country was

purchases, up only 6% from 1988 in

(Appendix Table A12). Nearly 89%,

Australia with

spite of a 17%

$16.2 million in export

increase in the quantity

or $14.4 million, were exports of canned

salmon. Australia was the third leading buyer of canned salmon accounting for

18% of total canned salmon exports from the Pacific Northwest.

Pacific Northwest fishery exports by customs districts of Alaska,

Washington, and Oregon are shown in Table 6 and 7. By volume, 684 million lb

or 67% of exports in 1989 went through the Alaska customs district, compared

to 322 million lb or 31.6% from Washington, and 11 million lb or 1.1% from

Oregon. Exports differed in value: $1.06 billion or 60.3% of the total from

Alaska, $674 million or 38.3% from Washington, and $25 million or 1.4% from

Oregon (Fig. 5).

As shown in Table 6, $1.5 billion or 86% of Pacific Northwest fishery

exports were headed for the Pacific Rim countries; 81% of the total value went
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Table 6.--Quantity (thousands of pounds), value (thousands of dollars),
and percent of total 1989 value of Pacific Northwest edible
fishery products exported by customs district to area or country
of destination.
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Table 7. --Pacific Northwest exports of edible fishery products by customs
districts in percentage of the total for each year from 1977 to
1989.
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to Japan. Exports to Europe totaled $l20 million or 6.8% of total exports

with $105 million shipped from Washington.

The seasonality of exports reflects the seasonality of the fisheries.

The percentages of exports by month and customs district are shown in Table 8.

Pacific salmon exports dominate the seasonal pattern based on its high volume

and value, particularly the large shipments in July and August (Fig. 6).

JOINT VENTURE

Joint venture sales are currently classified as imports by most

countries, but they are not classified as fishery exports in official U.S.

trade statistics. Joint venture sales are catches by U.S. fishermen that are

transferred on the fishing grounds to foreign processing vessels in the EEZ.

Joint venture catch and value in the U.S. EEZ off the Pacific Coast increased

annually from 553 million lb (250,975 t) and $35.6 million in 1982 to 3.29

billion lb (1.49 million t) and $200 million in 1987 (Table 9). The catch

declined slightly in 1988 to 3.15 billion lb (1.43 million t) and $220

million, and declined by about half in 1989 to 1.6 billion lb (734,800 t)

and $110.8 million as the result of the increase catch allocated to the

domestic processing sector (Fig. 7 and 8). The walleye pollock catch declined

65% from a year earlier to 634 million lb or 39% of the joint venture catch

and 36% of the total. value. Deliveries of Pacific cod and flatfish dropped by

60 and 41%, respectively. Only the cat& of Pacific whiting increased, up 62%

from 1988 to 448.8 million lb in 1989.
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Table 8.--Monthly percentages by quantity and value of pacific Northwest
edible fishery products exported by customs districts and districts
combined, 1988-89.





Table 9. --Pacific Coast joint venture catch by species, quantity (million lb), value
(million dollars), and percentage of the value, 1982-89.
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Table A1.--Export Categories of edible fishery products for 1989.
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Table A2. --Export categories of edible fishery products from the Pacific
Northwest for 1987-88, and the years for which data have been
collected for that category.
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Table A3. --Scientific names of species identified in this report.
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Table A4.--Pacific Northwest exports of all product forms of salmon by
country of destination, quantity (million lb), value (million
dollars), and percent change from 1988 to 1989.
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Table A5. --Pacific Northwest exports of whole or dressed salmon by country
of destination, quantity (million lb), value (million dollars),
and percent change from 1988 to 1989.
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Table A6. --Pacific Northwest exports of canned salmon by country of
destination, quantity (million lb), value (million dollars), and
percent change from 1988 to 1989.
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Table A7. --Pacific Northwest exports of edible fishery products to Japan
by product, quantity (million lb), value (million dollars),
and percent change from 1988 to 1989.
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Table A8. --Pacific Northwest exports of edible fishery products to Canada
by product, quantity (million lb), value (million dollars),
and percent change from 1988 to 1989.
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Table A9 .--Pacific Northwest exports of edible fishery products to the
United Kingdom by product, quantity (million lb), value (million
dollars), and percent charge from 1988 to 1989.
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Table A10. --Pacific Northwest exports of edible fishery products to the
Republic of Korea by product, quantity (million lb), value (million
dollars), and percent change from 1988 to 1989.
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Table A11.--Pacific Northwest exports of edible fishery products to France
by product, quantity (million lb), value (million dollars), and
percent change from 1988 to 1989.
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Table Al2 .--Pacific Northwest exports of edible fishery products to Australia
by product, quantity, (million lb), value (million dollars), and
percent change from 1988 to 1989.
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